ABSTRACT.
This One of these extensions is a simple one and the other is a localization of / at a prime ideal P. In the case of the latter extension, it is necessary to show that the intersection of the powers of P is zero. As / is the intersection of these two extensions, a theorem of Nagata is all that is needed to show then that / is factorial. It is easily proved that / is non-Noetherian once it is known to be factorial.
Notation and introduction.
(a) Notation, (i) k is any field of characteristic zero.
(ii) 1. The maps cbN are coherent injections, x is prime in /, and / is a three dimensional domain.
Lemma 1.1. x is prime in R. for all i.
]. We will show something stronger:
in a natural way, and we will use induction on this.
k[a a A/(asA-2t -a ) is a domain, by Eisenstein, and thus
induced by aQ h-> a^(2), ax r-> ax, and idfe is an isomorphism. where the composition of the two isomorphisms is the map cb : 2. / is factorial.
Proof. We first calculate /..[l/x]:
Since this is a ring of quotients of a polynomial ring, a factorial ring, it too is N +r-1
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